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Abstract—This paper considers the nonlinear fractional knapsack problem and demonstrates how its solution can be effectively
applied to two resource allocation problems dealing with the
World Wide Web. The novel solution involves a “team” of deterministic learning automata (LA). The first real-life problem relates
to resource allocation in web monitoring so as to “optimize” information discovery when the polling capacity is constrained. The disadvantages of the currently reported solutions are explained in this
paper. The second problem concerns allocating limited sampling
resources in a “real-time” manner with the purpose of estimating
multiple binomial proportions. This is the scenario encountered
when the user has to evaluate multiple web sites by accessing
a limited number of web pages, and the proportions of interest
are the fraction of each web site that is successfully validated by
an HTML validator. Using the general LA paradigm to tackle
both of the real-life problems, the proposed scheme improves a
current solution in an online manner through a series of informed
guesses that move toward the optimal solution. At the heart of the
scheme, a team of deterministic LA performs a controlled random
walk on a discretized solution space. Comprehensive experimental
results demonstrate that the discretization resolution determines
the precision of the scheme, and that for a given precision, the
current solution (to both problems) is consistently improved until
a nearly optimal solution is found—even for switching environments. Thus, the scheme, while being novel to the entire field of
LA, also efficiently handles a class of resource allocation problems
previously not addressed in the literature.
Index Terms—Game playing, learning automata (LA),
nonlinear knapsack problem, resource allocation, stochastic
optimization.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A. Motivation of Application-Domain Problems
Dealing with the web is particularly fascinating because it
leads to numerous extremely interesting problems involving
real-life resource allocation and scheduling. Such problems are
even more intriguing when access to resources is constrained
and the parameters of the underlying system are unknown and
not easily estimated. One such classic problem is that which
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involves “optimal search,” where a user has to determine the
amount of time a particular “site” (which may be a web-site,
a library, or in general a geographical area) is to be searched
when the probability of locating the object searched for in that
site cannot be estimated, e.g., because the underlying event is
unobservable [20].
The first problem that we study in this paper involves another
such captivating problem, namely, the problem of “optimizing”
the allocation of polling resources in web page monitoring1
when the polling capacity is restricted [12], [18]. Consider
a basic web monitoring resource allocation system. Such a
system may involve n web pages that are updated periodically,
although with different periods. Clearly, each web page can be
polled with a maximum frequency, which essentially involves
polling every single web page at “every” time step. Obviously,
this would effectively “flood” the system with “status-probing”
polls, as opposed to information-delivering searches. We consider the problem of determining the web page polling frequencies that the system must use, so as to maximize the number
of web page updates detected, without exceeding the available
monitoring capacity.
The above problem has been previously modeled as a
knapsack problem.2 This has been achieved by making the
polling frequencies correspond to material amounts and the
restricted polling capacity correspond to a knapsack of fixed
volume. Typically, the parameters of such knapsack problems
are “estimated,” e.g., based on a tracking phase where the web
pages are polled mainly for estimation purposes [12], [18]. One
major disadvantage of the latter approach is that the parameter
estimation phase significantly delays the implementation of the
optimal solution. This disadvantage is further aggravated in
“dynamic” environments where the optimal solution changes
over time, introducing the need for parameter reestimation.
The second problem that we study in this paper is the
problem of “minimizing the variance” while estimating3 “multiple binomial proportions” when the sampling resources to be
1 Web page monitoring consists of repeatedly polling (i.e., observing) a
selection of web pages so that any changes or updates that may occur over
time are detected.
2 The fractional knapsack problem concerns n materials each characterized
by its “value per unit volume.” The problem involves filling a knapsack of fixed
volume with a mixture of materials so as to attain a maximal value [1].
3 If we are only interested in ranking the proportions, we do not actually
need to estimate them (for example, using a maximum likelihood or Bayesian
computation). Rather, we could just as well attempt to “learn” their comparative
values, for example, using a random race [9].
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allocated are limited. This is, for instance, the scenario encountered in web monitoring when “evaluating” multiple web
sites by accessing a limited number of web pages, and the
proportions of interest are the fraction of each web site that
is successfully validated by an HTML validator [14] and/or a
web content accessibility guidelines (WCAG)-based validator
[19]. In the latter problem, the web site sample sizes correspond
to material amounts, and the restricted combined sample size
corresponds to the fixed knapsack volume.
Again, the problem becomes intriguing when the underlying distributions are unknown, which is often the case when
dealing with the world wide web. Indeed, dealing with the web
introduces further complexity to the problem in focus because
web data are becoming increasingly dynamic and are possibly
relevant for only a limited period of time as it either rapidly
changes, gets replaced, or becomes part of the deep web.4
In this paper, we propose a “single” generic solution applicable to both of the above problems, and also, hopefully, to a
number of similar problems. The solution involves modeling
the problem as a fractional knapsack (FK) problem and using a
“team” of learning automata (LA) to solve it.
B. Variants of the Knapsack Problem
Several variants of the knapsack problem have been studied
in the literature [7]. In the interest of posing our problem in the
right perspective, we “briefly” catalogue them below.
Linear FK Problem: The linear FK problem is a classical
continuous optimization problem that also has applications
within the field of resource allocation. The problem involves
n materials of different value vi per unit volume, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Each material is available in a certain amount xi ≤ bi . Let
fi (xi ) denote the value of the amount xi of material i, i.e.,
fi (xi ) = vi xi . The problem is to fill a knapsack of fixed volume
cwith the material mix x = [x1 , . . . , xn ] of maximal value
n
1 fi (xi ) [1].
Nonlinear Equality FK (NEFK) Problem: One important
extension of the above classical problem is the NEFK problem
with a separable and concave objective function. The problem
can be stated as [7]
maximize

n


fi (xi )

1

subject to

n


xi = c

1

0 ≤ xi ,

i = 1, . . . , n.

Since the objective function is considered to be concave, the
value function fi (xi ) of each material is also concave. This
means that the derivatives of the material value functions fi (xi )
with respect to xi (hereafter denoted as fi ) are nonincreasing. In
other words, the material value “per unit volume” is no longer
constant as in the linear case, but decreases with the material
amount. The latter problem characteristics have led to efficient
4 Data

from the deep web are dynamically produced in response to a direct
request, usually involving a searchable database.
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solution methods based on the principle of Lagrange multipliers. In short, the optimal value occurs when the derivatives fi of
the material value functions are equal, subject to the knapsack
constraints [3], [6]
f1 (x1 ) = · · · = fn (xn )
n


xi = c

1

0 ≤ xi ,

i = 1, . . . , n.

Stochastic NEFK Problem: In this paper, we generalize the
above nonlinear equality knapsack problem. First, we let the
material value per unit volume for any xi be a “stochastic”
function Fi (xi ), where the function5 Fj (xj ) need not be related
in any way to Fk (xk ) if j = k. Furthermore, we consider the
distribution of Fi (xi ) to be “unknown.” That is, each time
an amount xi of material i is placed in the knapsack, we are
only allowed to observe an instantiation of Fi (xi ) at xi , and
not Fi (xi ) itself. Given this stochastic environment, we intend
to devise an online incremental scheme that learns the mix
of materials of maximal “expected” value through a series of
informed guesses.
Stochastic Knapsack Problems—State-of-the-Art: To the
best of our knowledge, our targeted stochastic NEFK problem
has not been addressed in the literature before. However, one
does find several studies on related problems. For example, the
works in [5] and [15] consider solution policies for stochastic generalizations of the so-called NP-hard “linear” integer
knapsack problem. Value distributions are considered known
and constant, which makes dynamic programming a viable
solution. Another variant of the knapsack problem is found in
[13], where a deterministic knapsack is used, however, with
objects arriving to and departing from the knapsack at random
times. The optimization problem considered is to accept/block
arriving objects so that the average value of the knapsack is
maximized.
Contributions of This Paper: We base our work on the principles of LA [8], [16]. LAs have been used to model biological
systems [17] and have attracted considerable interest in the last
decade because they can learn optimal actions when operating
in (or interacting with) unknown stochastic environments. Furthermore, they combine rapid and accurate convergence with
low computational complexity. Recently, Oommen [10] proposed an LA-based mechanism for locating the optimal point
on a line. An environment tells the learning mechanism whether
its point guesses lie to the left or to the right of the optimal point,
possibly erroneously, and by interacting with the environment,
the learning mechanism converges toward selecting the optimal
point with arbitrary accuracy, i.e., the scheme is  optimal.
While the latter work considers stochastic optimization of a
single parameter, we target optimization of n parameters (n
material amounts), where the different parameters are mutually
5 Typically, in stochastic processes, the symbol F is used to represent a
distribution, and f is used to represent the corresponding density. This is not
the case in our current notation.
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constrained (the knapsack). Furthermore, our environment is
less informative compared to the environment in [10] because
our environment does not tell us whether a parameter guess
xi lies to the left or to the right of an optimal value. The
environment only replies with an instantiated unit volume value
at xi drawn from the stochastic unit volume value function
Fi (xi ). The solution to this stochastic generalization is then
used to solve the two resource allocation problems from web
monitoring described earlier.
Thus, in all brevity, to the best of our knowledge, the salient
contributions of this work are as follows.
1) We present the first reported solution to the stochastic
NEFK problem in which the material values per unit
volume are “stochastic” with “unknown” distributions.
2) We present the first reported solution to the stochastic
NEFK problem that uses a team of LA operating in a
multidimensional environment.
3) Unlike the work in [10], we do not require the “Oracle” to
inform us of whether the current parameter guess xi lies
to the left or to the right of the optimal value.
4) We present the first reported solutions to the polling
frequency determination problem and to the so-called
sample size determination problem when modeled in
unknown stochastic settings.

Let us now assume that the material unit volume values
are “random” variables {V1 , . . . , Vn } with “time-invariant” and
“known” distributions. Furthermore, for the sake of conceptual
clarity, let us only consider binary variables Vi that instantiate
to the value of either 0 or 1. Let p0i denote the probability
that Vi = 0 and p1i = 1 − p0i denote the probability that Vi = 1.
Then the value Fi (xi ) of the amount xi of material i also
becomes stochastic, i.e., Fi (xi ) = Vi × xi . In other words,
Fi (xi ) takes the value 0 with probability p0i and the value xi
with probability p1i . Under such conditions, the above greedy
strategy can
 be used to maximize the “expected” value of the
knapsack n1 E[Fi (xi )] by simply selecting the material based
on the expected unit volume values E[Vi ] = p1i rather than
actual unit volume values.
However, the above-indicated solution approach is obviously
inadequate when the distributions of Fi (xi ) and Vi are unknown. The problem becomes even more challenging when the
distribution of the material value per unit volume is no longer
constant but rather depends on the amount xi . Let Fi (xi ) denote
the stochastic function that determines the unit volume value
of material i given material amount xi . To elaborate, Fi (xi )
takes the value 0 with probability p0i (xi ) and the value 1 with
probability p1i (xi ). Under the latter conditions, our aim is to find
a scheme that moves toward optimizing the following NEFK
problem online

C. Organization of the Paper
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present
a “game” of LA that is designed to solve our stochastic version
of the NEFK problem incrementally and online. In Section III,
we detail the polling frequency determination problem and
present a solution to it based on the LA knapsack game (LAKG)
scheme from Section II. The solution to the variance minimization problem is then presented in Section IV. For both
of the proof-of-concept optimization problems, we evaluate the
LAKG scheme empirically based on simulating stationary and
nonstationary environments with as many as 500 materials.
We conclude this paper in Section V and offer prospects for
further work.
II. N ONLINEAR K NAPSACK G AME OF F INITE A UTOMATA
A. Overview of the LAKG Solution
In order to put our work in the right perspective, we start this
section by briefly discussing solution concepts for more basic
variants of the knapsack problem. As indicated in Section I,
solving the classical linear FK problem involves finding the
most valuable mix x = [x1 , . . . , xn ] of n materials that fits
within a knapsack of fixed capacity c. Each material is available
in a certain amount xi ≤ bi . The value of the amount xi of
material i, fi (xi ) = vi xi , is linear with respect to xi , and
accordingly, the material value per unit volume is constant,
i.e., fi (xi ) = vi . Because a fraction of each material can be
placed in the knapsack, the following greedy algorithm from
[1] finds the most valuable mix: “Take as much as possible of
the material that is most valuable per unit volume. If there is
still room, take as much as possible of the next most valuable
material. Continue until the knapsack is full.”

maximize

n


E [Fi (xi )]

1

subject to

n


xi = c

1

0 ≤ xi ,

i = 1, . . . , n.

Note that we allow only instantiations of the material value
per unit volume Fi (xi ) to be observed. That is, each time an
amount xi of material i is placed in the knapsack, an instantiation of Fi (xi ) at xi is observed. We shall assume that xi is any
number in the interval (0, 1]. The question of generalizing this
will be considered later.
The crucial issue that we have to address is that of determining how to change our current guesses on xi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We
shall attempt to do this in a discretized manner by subdividing
the unit interval into N points {(1λ /N λ ), (2λ /N λ ), . . . , (N −
1)λ /N λ , 1}, where N is the resolution of the learning scheme,
and λ > 0 determines the linearity of the discretized solution
space.6 We will see that a larger value of N will ultimately
imply a more accurate solution to the knapsack problem.
At this juncture, it is pertinent to mention that although
the rationale for this updating is the stochastic point location
solution proposed in [10], the two schemes are quite distinct
for the following reasons.
1) The scheme in [10] is linear.
2) The method proposed in [10] assumes the existence of an
Oracle that informs the LA whether to go “right” or “left.”
6 The importance of this parameter will become evident in Sections III and
IV, where empirical results are presented.
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the functions randomly by sampling them from a probability
distribution proportional to x.
3) Team of LA: Each material i is assigned a finite fixed
structure automaton LAi with states 1, . . . , N . Let the current state of automaton LAi be si (t). When the automaton
acts, it suggests the amount xi (t) = (si (t)λ /N λ ) of material
i to the Scheduler, which in turn interacts with the stochastic
environment. Assume that vi (t) and φ(t) are the resulting
feedbacks from the stochastic environment. Then the state of
the automaton is updated as
si (t + 1) := si (t) + 1,
Fig. 1. “Team” of LA interacting with a Scheduler and an unknown stochastic
environment.

In our application domain, this has now to be “inferred”
by the system.
3) The method proposed in [10] assumes that there is only
a single LA in the picture. Here, we specifically understand that there are multiple LAs, each of them being
constrained to work together with the others.7
4) As opposed to the scheme in [10], our present approach is
also applicable to dynamic (nonstationary) environments.
B. Details of the LAKG Solution
At the heart of our scheme is a “game” between n finite
automata that interact with a Scheduler and a stochastic environment. Fig. 1 provides an overview of this interaction and is
explained below.
1) Stochastic Environment: The environment consists of a
set of stochastic material unit volume value functions F  =
{F1 (x1 ), F2 (x2 ), . . . , Fn (xn )}. If amount xi of material i is
suggested to the environment, Fi (xi ) takes the unit volume
value vi = 0 with probability p0i (xi ) and the unit volume value
vi = 1 with probability p1i (xi ). In addition, the environment
provides a signal φ that indicates whether the knapsack is
full, i.e.,


true, if ni=1 xi ≥ c
φ=
false, otherwise.
2) Scheduler: The scheduler takes material amounts x =
[x1 , . . . , xn ] as its input. The purpose of the Scheduler is
1) to render accesses to the stochastic environment sequential,
and 2) to make sure that the unit volume value functions
F1 (x1 ), F2 (x2 ), . . . , Fn (xn ) are accessed with frequencies
proportional to x.
The reader should note that our scheme does not rely on
accessing the unit volume value functions sequentially with
frequencies proportional to x for solving the knapsack problem.
However, this restriction is obviously essential for solving the
problem “incrementally” and “online” (or rather in a “realtime” manner). For the sake of simplicity, we choose to access
7 It is conceivable that this problem can be resolved with a single LA
possessing an extended number of actions. But we do not recommend it for
scalability reasons—the action space would grow exponentially. Furthermore,
the benefit of having a decentralized decision making process would be lost
(e.g., for distributed environments such as wireless sensor networks).

si (t + 1) := si (t) − 1,
si (t + 1) := si (t),

if vi (t) = 1 and 1 ≤ si (t) < N
and not φ(t)
if vi (t) = 0 and 1 < si (t) ≤ N
and φ(t)
otherwise.

Notice that although the above state-updating rules are deterministic, because the knapsack is stochastic, the state transitions
will also be stochastic.
The purpose of the above LA game is to form a stochastic
competition between the n automata so that the competition
directs the automata toward the optimal solution. In essence,
the competition is governed by two situations, namely: 1) there
is still room for more material in the knapsack, and 2) the
knapsack is full.
In the first situation, the competition consists of increasing
the material amount guesses as quickly as possible. However,
a guess xi can only be increased when the corresponding unit
volume value function Fi (xi ) instantiates to 1. Accordingly, if
p1i (xi ) < p1j (xj ) for materials i and j, then automaton j will
have an edge in the competition. The second situation is the
opposite of the first one. In the second situation, each automaton i “decreases” its material amount guess xi whenever the
corresponding unit volume value function Fi (xi ) instantiates
to 0. Accordingly, if p1i (xi ) < p1j (xj ) for materials i and j,
then automaton i will have an edge, rather than automaton j.
Operating simultaneously, the two situations of the competition
are designed to stochastically move the current allocation of
materials toward the knapsack capacity with the aim of approaching the optimal expected knapsack value.
Note that because each automaton LAi acts (e.g., polls a
web page) with an average frequency proportional to xi (t), the
Fi s are accessed with a frequency corresponding to the current
knapsack solution. In other words, our scheme actually applies
the “current solution” when seeking its improvement. As we
will see in Sections III and IV, the latter property permits us to
use the scheme incrementally and online.
III. A PPLICATION I: P OLLING
F REQUENCY D ETERMINATION
Recent approaches to resource allocation in web monitoring
attempt to “optimize” the performance of the system when the
monitoring capacity is restricted [12], [18]. The principle cited
in the literature essentially invokes Lagrange multipliers to
solve a “nonlinear equality” knapsack problem with a separable
and concave objective function [7]. Thus, for example, a basic
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web monitoring resource allocation problem may involve n
web pages that are updated periodically, although with different
periods. Clearly, each web page can be polled with a maximum
frequency, which would result in a sluggish system. The problem that we study involves determining the web page polling
frequencies (i.e., how often each web page is accessed by the
monitoring system) so as to maximize the number of web page
updates detected. Observe that this must be achieved without
exceeding the available monitoring capacity, e.g., the maximum
number of web pages that can be accessed per unit of time
as dictated by the governing communication bandwidth, and
processing speed limitations.
The approaches that represent the state-of-the-art assume that
the knapsack problem is “deterministic” and fully “known.”
However, from a web monitoring perspective, the web must
often be seen as a stochastic and more or less unknown environment. In such cases, the parameters of the knapsack problem
could be “estimated” instead, e.g., based on a tracking phase
where web pages are polled mainly for estimation purposes
[12], [18]. The main disadvantage of the latter approach is
that the parameter estimation phase significantly delays the
implementation of the optimal solution. This disadvantage is
further aggravated in “dynamic” environments where the optimal solution may change over time, introducing the need for
parameter reestimation.
A. Problem Background

By way of example, consider the scenario that a web page
remains unchanged in any single time step with probability
0.5. Then polling the web page uncovers new information with
probability 1 − 0.53 = 0.875 if the web page is polled every
third time step (i.e., with frequency 1/3) and 1 − 0.52 = 0.75
if the web page is polled every second time step. As seen,
increasing the polling frequency reduces the probability of
discovering new information on each polling.
Given the above considerations, our aim is to find the page
polling frequencies x that maximize the expected number of
pollings uncovering new information per time step, i.e.,
maximize

n


xi × di (xi )

1

subject to

n


xi = c

1

0 ≤ xi ,

i = 1, . . . , n.

Note that in the general web monitoring case, we are not able
to observe di (xi ) or qi directly; polling a web page only reveals
whether the web page has been updated “at least once” since our
last poll.9 As such, web monitoring forms a proof-of-concept
application for resource allocation in unknown stochastic
environments.
B. LAKG Solution

Although several nonlinear criterion functions for measuring
web monitoring performance have been proposed in the literature (e.g., see [12] and [18]), from a broader viewpoint, they
are mainly built around the basic concept of “update detection
probability,” i.e., the probability that polling a web page results
in new information being discovered. Therefore, for the purpose
of clarification and for the sake of conceptual clarity, we will
use the update detection probability as the token of interest
in this paper. To further define our notion of web monitoring
performance, we consider that time is discrete with the time
interval length T to be the atomic unit of decision making.
In each time interval, every single web page i has a constant
probability qi of remaining “unchanged.”8 Furthermore, when
a web page is updated/changed, the update is available for
detection only until the web page is updated again. After that,
the original update is considered lost. For instance, each time
a newspaper web page is updated, previous news items are
replaced by the most recent ones.
In the following, we will denote the update detection probability of a web page i as di . Under the above conditions, di
depends on the frequency xi that the page is polled with and is
modeled using the expression
1
x

di (xi ) = 1 − qi i .

8 Note that in our empirical results, we also report high monitoring performance even with changing qi . The high performance can be explained by the
ability of our scheme to adaptation.

In order to find an LAKG solution to the above problem,
we must define the stochastic environment that the LAs are
to interact with. As seen in Section II, the stochastic environment consists of the stochastic unit volume value functions
F  = {F1 (x1 ), F2 (x2 ), . . . , Fn (xn )}, which are unknown to
the team of LA. We identify the nature of these functions by
applying the principle of Lagrange multipliers to the above
maximization problem. In short, after some simplification, it
can be seen that the following conditions characterize the
optimal solution:
d1 (x1 ) = d2 (x2 ) = · · · = dn (xn )
n


xi = c

1

0 ≤ xi ,

i = 1, . . . , n.

Since we are not able to observe di (xi ) or qi directly, we
base our definition of F  on the result of polling web pages.
Briefly stated, we want Fi (xi ) to instantiate to the value 0
with probability 1 − di (xi ) and to the value 1 with probability
di (xi ). Accordingly, if the web page i is polled and i has been
updated since our last polling, then we consider Fi (xi ) to have
been instantiated to 1. And if the web page i is unchanged, we
consider Fi (xi ) to have been instantiated to 0.
9 Some web pages are also annotated with the time of last update. However,
this information is not generally available/reliable [4] and is therefore ignored
in our scheme.
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C. Empirical Results
In this section, we evaluate our learning scheme by comparing it with four classical policies using synthetic data. We have
implemented the following classical policies.
1) Uniform: The uniform policy allocates monitoring resources uniformly across all web pages. This is the only
classical policy of the four that can be applied directly in
an unknown environment.
2) Proportional: In the proportional policy, the allocation of
monitoring resources to web pages is proportional to the
update frequencies of the web pages. Accordingly, this
policy requires that the web page update frequencies are
known.
3) Estimator: The estimator policy handles unknown web
update frequencies by polling web pages “uniformly” in
a parameter estimation phase with the purpose of estimating update frequencies. After the parameter estimation
phase, the proportional policy is applied; however, the
latter is based on the estimated update frequencies rather
than the true ones.
4) Optimal: The optimal policy requires that web page
update frequencies are known, and finds the optimal
solution based on the principle of Lagrange multipliers
[12], [18].
To evaluate web resource allocation policies, recent research
advocates Zipf-like distributions [21] to generate realistic web
page update frequencies [12], [18]. The Zipf distribution can be
stated as
1/k s
Z(k; s, N ) = N
s
n=1 1/n
where N is the number of elements, k is their rank, and s is a
parameter that governs the skewedness of the distribution (e.g.,
for s = 0, the distribution is uniform).
For our experiments, web pages are considered ranked according to their update frequencies, and the update probability
of a web page is calculated from its rank. We use the following
function to determine the update probability of each web page:
qk (α, β) =

α
.
kβ

In this case, k refers to the web page of rank k, the parameter
β determines the skewedness of the distribution, and α ∈
[0.0, 1.0] represents the magnitude of the update probabilities
(i.e., the web page of rank 1 is updated with probability α each
time step).
Without loss of generality, we normalize the web page
polling capacity in our experiments to 1.0 poll per time step,
and accordingly, we vary the average total number of web page
updates per time step instead.
The results of our experiments are truly conclusive and
confirm the power of the LAKG. Although several experiments were conducted using various α, β, and number of
automata, we report for the sake of brevity only the results for

Fig. 2. In the (α = 0.3, β = 1.5) environment, the LA knapsack scheme is
superior to the estimator scheme, allowing increased convergence accuracy at
the cost of convergence speed, without any parameter estimation phase.

500 web pages (the main case from [12]) within the following
environments.
• α = 0.3; β = 1.5, where the average number of updates
per time step is 0.76, and accordingly, below the web
page polling capacity. The web page update distribution
is highly skewed, as explored in [12].
• α = 0.3; β = 1.0, where the average number of updates
per time step is increased to 2.0 (twice the web page
polling capacity) by making the web page update distribution less skewed (the normal Zipf distribution).
• α = 0.9; β = 1.5, where the average number of updates
is set to 2.3 by increasing the web page update probability. Because of the high values of both α and β, this
environment turns out to be the most challenging one,
discriminating clearly between the optimal policy and the
proportional policy.
For these values, an ensemble of several independent replications with different random number streams was performed
to minimize the variance of the reported results.
1) Static Environments: We see from Fig. 2 that the proportional policy and the optimal policy provide more or less
the same solution—a solution superior to the uniform policy
solution. We also observe that the performance of the estimator
scheme increases steadily with the length of the parameter
estimation phase. The figure also shows the performance of
the three different LAKG configurations reported in this section, namely; 1) [N = 1500, γ = 1.3]; 2) [N = 2500, γ = 1.3];
and 3) [N = 5000, γ = 1.2]. As seen, the performance of the
LAKG increases significantly quicker compared to the estimator scheme, and in contrast to the estimator scheme, the
performance is improved online (in real-time manner) “without” invoking any parameter estimation phase. We also observe
that, as expected, increasing the resolution N improves the
convergence accuracy at the cost of convergence speed.
As seen in Fig. 3, a less skewed web page update distribution
function makes the uniform policy more successful mainly
because a larger number of web pages will have a significant
probability of being updated. For the same reason, the estimator
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Fig. 3. In the (α = 0.3, β = 1.0) environment, a less skewed web page
update distribution makes the uniform policy as well as the estimator policy
more successful mainly because of more widely and abundant updating of
web pages.

Fig. 4. In the (α = 0.9, β = 1.5) environment, the LAKG scheme breaches
the performance boundary set by the proportional policy, converging toward
nearly optimal solutions.

scheme is able to lead to an improved performance quicker. In
spite of this, the LAKG yields superior performance.
The most difficult class of environments we simulate is an
environment with a highly skewed web page update distribution
(β = 1.5) combined with a high update probability (α = 0.9).
In such an environment, the optimal policy performs significantly better than the proportional policy, and so any scheme
that converges toward a proportional policy solution will not
reach optimal performance. As seen in Fig. 4, the LAKG
breaches the performance boundary set by the proportional
policy and converges toward nearly optimal solutions.
2) Dynamic Environments: A dynamically changing environment is particularly challenging because the optimal solution is time dependent. In such cases, the current resource
allocation solution should be modified according to environmental changes. When, additionally, the environment and its
characteristics are unknown, any changes must first be learnt
before any meaningful modification can take place.

Fig. 5. In the (α = 0.9, β = 1.5) environment where web page ranking
changes at every 80 000th web page poll. LAKG finds nearly optimal solutions
initially, and recovers quickly after environmental changes.

Fig. 6. In the (α = 0.9, β = 1.5) environment where web page ranking
changes every 1000th poll. Observe that the LAKG is able to steadily improve
the initial solution, but is never allowed to reach an optimal solution.

In order to simulate a dynamic environment, we change the
ranking of the web pages at every rth web page poll—a single
web page is selected by sampling from the current Zipf distribution, and this web page switches rank with the succeeding
web page in the ranking. As a result, the Zipf distribution
also changes. This means that the web monitor is allowed to
conduct r web page polls before the environment changes.
Fig. 5 demonstrates the ability of our scheme to relearn in a
switching environment for r = 80 000. As seen in the figure,
the LAKG quickly recovers after the environment has changed
and then moves toward a new nearly optimal solution. The
reader should again note how the speed of recovery depends
on the resolution of the automata N .
In the previous dynamic environment, the LAKG was able
to fully recover to a nearly optimal solution because of the
low frequency of environmental changes. Fig. 6 demonstrates
the behavior of the automata in a case when this frequency is
increased to r = 1000. As seen, the automata still quickly and
steadily improve the initial solution, but are obviously never
allowed to reach an optimal solution. However, note how the
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quickly changing environment is not able to hinder the automata stabilizing on a solution superior to the solutions found
by the estimator scheme.
Clearly, these results demonstrate how the LAKG can perform when the environment is switching with a fixed period (in
this case r = 80 000 and r = 1000). However, we believe that
similar results will be obtained if r is not fixed, but changing
in such a way that the scheme has enough time to learn the
parameters of the updated environment.
IV. A PPLICATION II: S AMPLE S IZE D ETERMINATION
In this section, we consider the problem of estimating the
proportion of a population having some specific characteristic.
Specifically, we assume that n populations are to be evaluated
and that each population i is characterized by an independent
unknown binomial proportion qi . We will pursue here the goal
of minimizing the variance of the proportion estimates when the
total number of samples available for estimating the proportions
is restricted to c. The purpose is to make the estimates as
accurate as possible. For instance, let us assume that the task
at hand is to determine the proportion of a web site that is
successfully validated by an HTML validator [14] and/or a
WCAG accessibility validator [19], and that n web sites are to
be evaluated by only accessing c web pages.
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TABLE I
TRUE POPULATION PROPORTIONS USED IN THE EXPERIMENT, AND
NUMBER OF POPULATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH EACH PROPORTION

applying the principle of Lagrange multipliers, we find the
following conditions that characterize the optimal solution:
q1 (1 − q1 )
qn (1 − qn )
= ··· =
2
x
x2n
1
xi = c
1 ≤ xi , i = 1, . . . , n.
Accordingly, we define Fi (xi ) as follows. First of all, each
time Fi (xi ) is accessed by the LAKG, population i is sampled
once, and the proportion estimate q̂i is updated accordingly.10
After q̂i has been updated, we instantiate Fi (xi ) by a random
draw—Fi (xi ) is instantiated to the value 0 with probability
1 − (q̂i (1 − q̂i )/x2i ) and to the value 1 with probability q̂i (1 −
q̂i )/x2i . In other words, we keep running estimates of the qi s in
order to calculate the outcome probabilities of the Fi (xi )s.11
C. Empirical Results

A. Problem Background
Let xi be the number of elements sampled randomly from
population i, and let the count Yi be the number of sampled
elements that possess a chosen characteristic. For large xi and
when qi is not too near 0 or 1, the estimator q̂i = (Yi /xi )
is approximately
normal with mean qi and standard deviation

si = (qi (1 − qi )/xi ) [2]. As seen, the standard deviation can
be reduced (and the estimate accuracy increased) by increasing
the number of samples xi . In the problem targeted in this
section, n different populations can be sampled c times, and
the goal is to distribute the samples among the populations to
minimize the aggregated variance of the estimates. The problem
can be reformulated as
maximize

n

i=1

subject to



−

qi (1 − qi )
xi

xi = c

1 ≤ xi ,

i = 1, . . . , n.

The above optimization problem is an NEFK problem with
concave and separable objective function. Since the qi ’s are
assumed unknown, we apply our LAKG to find a nearly optimal
solution incrementally and online.
B. LAKG Solution
We must first define the stochastic environment that the
LAKG is to interact with. That is, we must define the stochastic functions F  = {F1 (x1 ), F2 (x2 ), . . . , Fn (xn )}. By again

In this section, we evaluate our learning scheme by comparing it with the optimal and uniform policies using synthetic
data. Only the uniform policy can be applied in practice because
the optimal policy requires that the qi ’s are known.
The data used in the experiment are summarized in Table I.
The table shows the true population proportions used and the
number of populations associated with each proportion. The experiment encompasses 500 populations, and the corresponding
proportions are to be estimated by allocating 50 000 samples
(window based).
Fig. 7 plots the variance of the current solution each
time a unit volume value function Fi (xi ) has been sampled.
The graphs show the results of applying two LA configurations, namely: 1) [N = 12 500, γ = 1.1] and 2) [N = 125 000,
γ = 1.1]. As seen in the figure, LAKG steadily reduces the variance of the initial solution where the populations are sampled
uniformly. Already after the first 50 000 samples, significant
reduction can be observed. Notice that a larger number of
automata states finds better values for x but possesses a slower
convergence, and vice versa.
Fig. 8 plots the length of the widest 95% confidence interval
among the n estimates after each sampling. We also plot the
length of the fifth widest interval (first percentile), whence we
see that the confidence interval of each estimated proportion is
reduced by minimizing the total variance.
10 For a dynamic environment, we would utilize a “window-based” strategy and only use the last c samples to estimate qi . However, we are currently studying how recently proposed weak estimators can be used in this
setting [11].
11 Because the outcome probabilities are always available for the populations,
we can normalize the outcome probabilities to speed up convergence.
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by invoking online interactions with the knapsack. Finally,
we demonstrated that the scheme adapts to switching material
value distribution functions, allowing us to operate in dynamic
environments.
In our further work, we aim to develop alternate LA-based
solutions for different classes of knapsack problems, including the NP-hard integer knapsack problem. Essentially, we
propose to do this by enhancing the concepts introduced in
this paper with a branch-and-bound-based relaxation capability. Furthermore, we are working on a hierarchical variant
of our scheme with the aim of tackling large-scale problems
(e.g., 10 000 to 100 000 material problems). Finally, we also
intend to implement a web crawler based on the results presented here.
Fig. 7. LAKG steadily reduces the total variance of the initial solution (the
uniform policy) as it moves toward nearly optimal solutions.

Fig. 8. Confidence interval of each estimated proportion is reduced as the total
variance is minimized.

To conclude, our experimental results demonstrate that
the discretization resolution determines the precision of our
scheme. Additionally, for a given precision, our scheme determines the material fractions of maximal expected value by
online interaction with the knapsack. Our results also demonstrate that the scheme adapts to switching material value distribution functions, permitting excellent performance for dynamic
environments.
V. C ONCLUSION AND F URTHER W ORK
In this paper, we extended the FK problem in two ways. First,
we treat the unit volume value of each material as a “stochastic”
variable of “unknown” distribution. Second, we assume that
the expected value of a material may decrease after each
addition to the knapsack. The learning scheme we proposed
for solving this knapsack problem was based on a team of LA
that performed a controlled random walk on a discretized fraction space. Comprehensive experimental results demonstrated
that the discretization resolution determines the precision of
our scheme. Additionally, for a given precision, our scheme
determines the material fractions of maximal expected value
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